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Write now with Aditi Surana
Free Anti Anxiety Journaling Workshop



Hello diarists,
 
 
We are halfway through the workshop and the last 10 days have
been a really hectic, uncomfortable, touching and rewarding period
in a long time. I am new to Instagram in a way, new to conducting
an online program for a large group of people like this, new to
reaching out to others for collaboration and definately new to doing
two Insta lives a day! Some of you might find this workshop intense
& methodical. I agree with you. I have been picking up content from
my high performance coaching notes. I genuinely believe in this
tough time, we require to be tougher with ourselves. We need to
turn up the volume, stir the pot a bit more, deep clean all emotional
baggage and make space for something completely new. I know it is
uncomfortable and painful at times, but so is feeling anxious and
paralysed. Thank you so much for being part of this journey with us.
You all are inspiring.
 
 
 Today’s question is about people from our past. People who have
enriched our lives more by their presence. Your old best friend,
caretakers, teachers, neighbours, friends’ parents who fed you post
school, cousins, relatives, role models, mentors. It’s time to think of
some of your meaningful & nurturing relationships from the past.
Journal today on this question - If given a choice, who all will
connect with from your past, right now?
 
 
If you feel comfortable, then pick up your phone, call them, message
them, reach out. Check if they are physically and more importantly
emotionally fine.  You can skip this step if you are not at ease with
it. Yesterday I found an anonymous quote -  ‘You never know who
needs the kindness you have to offer.’



Graphotherapy practice of the day -
The flow of thoughts stroke
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Question of the day - 

If given a choice, who all would you

connect with from your past, right now?
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